"
ANY QUESTIONS

In a team-of-four match, West dealer. The
vulnerability is not stated. West and North
passed East opeiiing the bidding with one no-trump, South passed and West bid a com·entional
two clubs. East responded two spades which
West raised to four. All passing.

West

+ Kxxx
0

East

+ AQxx

A Q8X
YJ 10 9 X
O Kxx
O Axx
+xx
+AKx
The question put to the panel is, as six spades
is a reasonable contract, (a) bow should the hand
be bid?; (b) should West haloe opened thoe bidding?
See what the experts say on page ~·6. •
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, Ed ito rial
From this panel the B.B.L.
have entered a team in the
following events=-=Gold Cup
L. Tarlo and H. Franklin.
R. and J. Sharples.
Dr. Rockfelt and J. Tarlo'.
Crockford's Cup
R. and J. Sharples.
M. Flint and R. A. Priday.
J. Tarlo and J. Pavlides.
Melville Smith Trophy
M. Flint and 'R. A. Priday.
L. Tarlo and H. Franklin.
Dr. Rockfelt and J. Pavlides.
For the Women's Championship the panel is:Mrs. Durran, Mr5. Gardener,
Mrs. Gordon, Mrs. Lester, Mrs.
Markus, Lady Rhodes, Miss
Shanahan, Mrs. Van Rees, Mrs.
P. Williams.

After a good deal of hush-hush
business and behind the scenes
manoeuvres, ·I have now received
the names for the B.B.L. panels
from which the teams to represent
Great Britain in next year's
European Championships will be
selected. They make peculiar
reading in some cases including as
they do one or two names of
players who should definitely be
dropped on past records. It will
be noticed that the names of
Reese, Schapiro, Dodds and Konstarn are missing. Not having
been favoured with any details,
it is impossible to give the reason
for the omission of the names ofthese (at the moment of going to
press) world champions and. it is
therefore to,be assumed that they
will not now be considered for
selection for Stockholm. All of
which is just rubbish. If I were to
make a guess, it would be that they
see no point in being put on a
panel with playerfl who's inclusion
does not seem justified. I would
not blame them.
A few of us know the jockeying
which goes on with the B.B.L.
and it would be a grand thing for
all. concerned if they came right
out into the open aqd did not do
so much work sub-rosa. ,. What
a shocking state of affairs it
would be if certain members uf
teams for cricket, golf, football
and tennis internationals were
. selected as the result of string
pulling.
The panel for the · Open Team
is Messrs. M. Flint, H. Franklin
J. Pavlides, R. A. Priday, M:
Rock.felt, J. Sharples, R. Sharples,
J. Tarlo, L. Tarlo.

••

*

*

The Master Points scheme is
still very much in a state of
indecision and nothing has yet
been decided on how points will
be amended. It was disappointing
to hear that the primary object
in the promoting of' the scheme,
was to raise money. Many of us
hoped the chief object would be
to find new blood amongst the
thousands of players in the country and to popularize duplicate
bridge generally .
Perhaps the latter is the ultimate
aim of the E.B.U. Council. If
the money does eventually come
in; it is to be hoped it will not be
devoted to sending a favoured few
on trips abroad for social matches.
H.I.
6
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EASTBOURN E
CONGRESS
by ALAN TRUSCOJT
This ever-popular annual was
• 18763
brighter and better than usual this
<v> QJ 1064
year. The opening event, the
0Mixed Pairs, was run in a novel
A52
and exciting way. 49 tables played
10 9 4 2
A K Q5
pre-duplicated boards and were <VlA3
<Vl85
match-pointed as one section O AKIO
09754
with a top of 961 A toiling
Q 10 7 6
K93
team of tournament directors
stayed up all night calculating
<v> K972
hundreds of thousands of match0 QJ8632
points with the deadly accuracy
J 84
which most bridge players hope
Mrs. Fleming (North) played
for and never achieve.
in four hearts after the confident
The winners, following up a bidding by North-South one
recent victory in a Camrose trial, spade, two diamonds, two hearts,
were Pedro Juan and Mrs. Brinda three hearts, four hearts. EastGordon. They modestly refused West had 25 points between them,
to remember any outstandingly but did not manage to get into the
good boards, and claimed to have bidding. A trump lead would
won by avoiding bad ones. It have been a killer, but East led a
sounds a good recipe to me-l top spade. The declarer crossruffed happily for the first seven
must try it.
In this giant field, London Club tricks, by which time the diamonds
partnerships took the first four and spades were both established.
places (2nd A. Wolfeld and Mrs. West made the mistake, a not
, Durran ; 3rd V. Gerrard and Mrs. uncommon one in such positions,
Cooper; 4th R. E. Clarl~ and Miss of ruffing the diamond winner
Bass) and London Club members with the ~A, and North was able
appeared in seven,of the next nine to draw trumps and make her
positions. This is a remarkable spade winner tor 11 tricks.
As well as prizes for the leadi~g
testimony to the strength and
10
pairs, there were two sp~1al
strengthening quality of the weekly
London Club duplicates, now · " flitch " prizes for. the leadmg
married couples, wh1ch were won
restricted by lack of space.
Mrs. Fleming was unlucky to by Mr. and Mrs. Loeb and Mr.
finish thirteenth (she was perhaps and Mrs. Hobden.
The Congress Teams-of-Four
bnlucky in her choice of partner)
produced a fonn
Championship
ut she did score practically a
result ·when Louis T.arlo's team
top on this hand.
North deals. East-West Game. (Dr. Rockfelt, A. Pnday and J.

+

+

+
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Flint) cantered home with 63
points out of a maximum of 91 .
The choice of opening bid brought
them an important swing against
the runners-up (Pedro Juan and
Mrs. Drinda Gordon , A. Meredith
and C. Rodrigue).

+ AQ953

+ 84

~ AQ6

~ K10752

O Q4
+ AQJO

OA85
+ 652

reasoning against many players,
although a point to consider is
that the opponents have at the
most 24 points, and that even if
the game is on your team-mates
may not bid it.
But at this particular vulnerability against these particular
opponents some action, preferably
a double, is certainly called for.
Messrs. Rodrigue and Meredith
are not the most honest of
bidders at any time, and here
there is a good chance they are
trying to steal your match-points.
It was in fact brazen daylight
robbery, for these were the four
hands:South deals. East-West Game.

Tarlo's opening bid of two no
trumps on the West hand led to a
safe game. To some players it
may seem strange to bid two no
trumps with 20 points, an exposed
diamond suit and a ·five-card
major; but it is distinctly the
least evil, as the possession of
three aces and a five-card suit,
• 72
not to mention the+ 10, make the
~ Q 10 9 7 6 3
hand too strong for an opening
0 43
bid of one spade. In the other
984
room the bidding started one + KJ083
+ AQJ65
spade, two hearts. Endeavouring ~ K52
~J
to catch up, and fearing to miss a 0 A 107
0 KQ962
slam, West now pushed the
QJ 5
K2
bidding to five hearts which proved
• 94
as the cards lay to be one too
~ . A84
high.
0 J 85
Rodrigue and Meredith brought
+ A 10 7 6 3
off one remarkable bidding coup.
Rodrigue was delighted to go
Put yourself in the position of the six down (it could have been
lady who held this hand:seven) not doubled, not vul+ AQJ65
nerable . . Meredith's astonishing '
thr~e no trumps bid is supremely
~J
0 KQ986
log1cal when you work it out.
He knew the opponents had the
K 10
Your left-hand opponent bids values for:_ a vulnerable game, and
a weak no trump, which is raised he knew that ·on that basis four
to three no trumps on your right. hearts . could not be terribly
You are vulnerable and the expensive.
opponents are not, so what should
The biggest hand of the teamsyou do 7 The player in question of-four final was this one:decided that her partner must + AK
+ 763
hold a yarborough, and that to ~A
~KQ9742
take any action would be too 0 8 7 5
0 A Q 104
dangerous. This might be sound + AKQJ732 + I 8

+

+

+
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Leader-Williams and I were,
as far ns I know, the only pair to
get to the best contract on this
one with the following bidding: -

ell:celle~tly

staged by Harold
Frankhn on Sunday morning) and
the Two Stars as well. The Two
St_ars is a marathon pairs event
West
East
Wllh two qualifying sessions and a
2+
2\?
tw~ session final and the leading
4+
40
pa trs at the finish (listed else4+
7NT
where) deserve a special word of
congratulation.
The unfortunate
Four clubs, showing a solid
suit, is the key bid. When this fact that I have no hands to report
is followed up by a constructive from it is partly due to a. breakbid of four spades, East can down in my infonnation servicemy spies were drinking instead of
virtually count 13 tricks.
thinking-and partly to the CJI:I refuse to reveal which famous haustion and modesty of some of
partnership finished in seven the players. The general spread
hearts; it was certainly unlucky of moaesty among bridge players
(for the opponents) that the hearts way be a good thing from some
were divided 3-3.
angles, but it makes reporting
The Burlington Cup has not terribly difficult.
quite the prestige of former years,
1 heard three good stories from
as it clashes with the later stages Eastbourne, all well worth reofthe Two Stars, but it is still well pealing. Louis Tarlo and D r.
worth winning, and the winners Rockfelt were defending sill: no
were the Civil Service Bridge trumps, reached on the simple
Association team of Gibson and sequence two no trumps, sill: no
Miss Nye, Griffiths and Hibbert trumps. The declarer viewed which has already this season these two hands:collected
the
FoJ~:-Shammon
A K
QJ x x
Trophy. Miss Nye has now, in the <:? K J x x
y> Q 10 x
space of one month, collected the 0 K Q J x
0 A xx
Burlington
Cup,
the
FoxA xx
KJx
Shammon Trophy, the Surrey and rather hesitantly spread her
Mill:ed Pairs Championship and hand. " I give you y>A," she
the Surrey Individual Champion- announced, "and then make four
ship- the first three in partnership spades, three hearts, four dinwith John Gibson, the new Surrey monds, and two clubs."
Hon. Secretary. This is a splendid
"That makes 13 tricks" said
performance by a very likeable Louis Tarlo helpfully.
lady, whose very real ability, like
" So it is," agreed West. " [
that of her team-mates, tends to be knew there was a Grand Slam..
concealed by natural mooesty and partner, but I did not have the
reticence.
· courage."
Louis Tarlo ancl Or. Melvin
Tarlo's team-mates, Tony PriRockfelt had an outstandingly day and Jeremy Flint, have, in
successful congress, for not only common with some other leading
did they win the Congress Teams- players, a w~akness for psyching
of-Four, but the bidding com- as dealer wtth a worth~ess or
petition (a popular innovation nearly worthless hand. Thts leads
9

+

+

+

+
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to general excitement and difficult
guessing by the remaining three
players. Sensational successes for
this manoeuvre are often balanced
by sensational crashes, as on this
hand:-

+

~

XXX

Qxx

0 xxxx

+ Jxx-

+ Axxx

~XXX

0 QJxx

+

Kx

Priday (West) bid one club,
North doubled and Flint redoubled. This ended the bidding,
and Priday made exactly two
tricks, for a score 2,800 to NorthSouth. The losers consoled themselves with. the thought that it
might have been worse : it could
have been rubber bridge for high
stakes, or teams-of-four with
another pair demanding explanations, but in fact it was the Two

Stars final, and a bottom is only
a bottom.
Fred Hobden, Surrey's efficient
tournament director, was involved
in a misboarding in a pairs competition. He sat North, and found
that the North and West hand
record cards had been interchanged. The Tournament Director in charge told them to play
their other board and then carry
on and play it normally. At
the finish of the misboarded hand,
before looking at the score slip,
Hobden asked West if she was
satisfied.
"I'm satisfied," said the lady.
" Of course I took every advantage
of what I could remember."
Fred was satisfied too-he had
a top!

CHIEF RESULTS

..

Sussex Trophy
Winners : Mr. and Mrs. J. Giddins, Mrs. Pearson, J. E. Hawkins.
Consolation Teams-of-Four
w 'inners : Mrs. F. Gordon, Mrs. Markus, Dr. S. Lee, S. Booker.
Punch Bowl
Winners: Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hammond, Mrs. Kirch, C. James.
Runners-up : J. Marshall, Mrs. Burgess, Mrs. C. Durran, A'. Wolfeld.
Burlington Cup
.
Winners : Miss Nyc, J. R. Gib5on, J. Griffiths, J. Hibbert.
Runners-up: Mr. and Mrs. J. Calloway, Mr. and Mrs. E. Selden.
Mixed Pairs Championship
Winners : Mrs. B. Gordon, P. Juan.
Runners-up: Mrs. G. Durran, A. Wolfeld.
Flitch
Winners: Mr. and Mrs. Daangoholt.
Runners-up : Mr. and Mrs. Hobden.
Congress Teams-of-Four
Winners: L. Tarlo, Dr. M. Rockfelt, R. A. Priday, M. J. Flint.
Runners-up : Mrs. D. Gordon, P. Juan, C. Rodrigue, A. Meredith.
" Two Stars "
'
Winners: L. Tarlo and Dr. M. Rockfelt.
Runners-up: F. N<'rth and J. Albuquerque.
Third: Dr. G. Moore and D. Gordon-Smith.
10
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IN DEFENCE OF
THE" MODERN (2)
by HAROLD FRANKLIN
Last month I tried to show that first 90 hands which I believe give
the modern trend was not for a fair picture of the general
indiscriminate light opening' bids, trend:but rather on the principle that (0)
J 9654
CV' 10 9
an opening bid was in itself a
0 42
good thing only when the length
Q J96
of one suit or the combination of
two suits provided a safety factor.
K3
None
CVJ A Q 7 4
I believe that I showed by faithful CV' J 8 5 2
0 A K QJ 10 6 5
illustration from last January's 0 9 3
World Cup match that it did not
A 8743
K5
seem accurate to state that the
A Q 10 8 7 2
CV' K 6 3
modern Acol type of light or dis0 87
tributional opening had lost far
10 2
more points than it had gained
. The South hand seems to come
and that in fact the type of hand
which Acol players open where • near to fulfilling the requirements
other systems pass had gained for a light opening bid, although
substantially in this match. Mr. many " moderns would elect to
Ingram made the statement · that pass on a 6-3- 2-2 where they
" in pre-war days and up to the might open with 6-3-3-1 ." Rose
Acol craze it was a maxim that had no hesitation in opening one
' for an opening bid you must have spade, and it is fair to say, from
two or three tricks in defence." the indications of the whole match,
Added to the observation that the that he and Lederer seem to have
modern light opener had been a fully anticipated the modern Acol
consistent point loser it seems fair tendencies. They, more than any
to infer that he offers this 1930 other pair, consistently opened on
style, in this one respect, as an the type of distributional hand
improvement on the modem way. that would appeal to the Acol of
1955 and, w~ether they had
In 1934 Mr. Ingram was himself originated or not I do not know,
a member of the British team but they made great use of what
which came singularly near to many of us consider as the Acol
defeating the great AmericanS, Ely weak no trump. Over one spade
and Josephine Culbertson, Light- Lederer preferred a pass to the ,
ner and Moorhead in a Schwab more marked raise to two spades
C up match. I offer for your -opponents still were able to
consideration the questionable reach only a game-over one
hands which were or were not spade-two spades it would have
opened first and second in hand. been particularly difficult to reach
J have limited my selection to the a slam.
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+

K9 7 2
In the other room Mrs. Cul- (Q)
~ QI062
bertsoh made a more orthodox
O AIO
pass with the South hand and East •
A65
was given a free passage. That he
failed to take advantage of it by
First in hand and vulnerable
making an ill-judged opening of it was at one no trump opening for
five diamonds in no way detracts Rose (Baron players please note)
from the effectiveness of South's and a game was reached on a
one spade opening.
board which was thrown in, in the
other room. I am sure that Mr.
(P)
+ AQl083
Ingram would not have passed
~ A64
with the hand- his own methods
0 84
coped with that type of hand7 64
but this is by no means the only
case of a similar hand whichfwas
In both rooms the above was passed by the experts of the
judged to be worth an opening bid 1930's:of one spade (2! honour tricks).
AJ762
The bid ought to have steered (R)
~ AJ 82
opponents into a four heart
0 106
contract which otherwise would
62
certainly have not been bid, but
Not
every
modern
wmild open
that is only incidental. Few
hand
but
they would
the
above
" modern " bidders would con- .
it
very
appealing
certainly
find
sider an opening bid with the
of
the
convenience
of a
because
above hand, for the safety factor
rebid
in
touching
suits.
Mrs.
is no longer present. Because of
the very poor shape and the fact Culbertson found the hand short
that the spade suit is five cards of the requisite honour tricks and
only there is no likelihood that if passed. Mr. Rose, still in advance
we buy the contract cheaply we of the modems, opened one spade
will be in a good contract. l have and earned another game swing
for long been willing to wager, for England.
And Mrs. ,Culbertson agam
, that in any match, it can be clearly
shown that opening bids of one passed with:in a suit with hands of fewer than
10 8
13 points on a 5-3- 3- 2 pattern (S)
~ AQ95
consistently 'lose . points. There
0 8
are so many losing cards to look
A97654
after that, unless partner has an whereas Rose opened one club
exactly fitting hand, we need at and was able to reach a four
least 11 points from partner to be hearts contract which was missed
able to make eight tricks ana if in the other room. I confess that
partner has so many points we I fail to see what standards the
cannot, of course stay in two hand failed to meet as an opening
spades.
bid since it did contain its 2!
1 don't know on what.grounds honour tricks. Presumably the
Mrs. Culbertson considered this pass represented the whi[l'l of the
as unfit for opening:individual, just as some of the
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opening bids which Mr. Ingram
rightly condemns, are individual
eccentricities rather than indications of a modern style.
AK4
(T)
~ Q J 10
018765
• 98

+

And our final illustration:A J 10 5
(X)
~ 7652
0 AQ96

+

.3

Mr. Culbertson opened one
diamond (2i honour tricks,
partner). Now the modem would
not consider an opening of one
The same is probably true of the diamond and very few would
above hand, opened by Hughes consider even the better prepared
with a bid of one diamond opening of one spade. West in
5-3-3-2 with only 11 points would the other room elected to pass.
have no appeal whatsoever to the In my view he was neither modern
nor ancient but just sensible sin~e
Acol player.
his bids throughout seem to t1e
up more with good sense than with
(U)
~ K 10 52
his scathing criticism of modern
0 Q9 3
style (which he follows largely
K 10942
himself). This West, incidentally,
This failed to qualify as an was Mr. Ingram.
opening bid, insufficient honour
I hope next inonth to tackle t~e
tricks. But with the 5-4-3-1 question of the over-clever b1d
distribution and the middle cards and the search for the slam.
few people would pass today. An
•
•
•
opening bid of one club would
CAMROSE
TRIAL
have yielded a useful part-scoreat Leicester, December 10/ 11
both players passed and in o~e
room the board was thrown m P. F. Spurway and E. J. Spurway
when the fourth player passed A. D. L. Atkin and L. G. Wood
with:J. Beale and M. Triefus
KQ 10 8 72
Mrs. Cooper and V.. Gerard
(V)
~A 6
Mrs. Durran and Mtss Shanahan
0 108
B. P. Topley and Silverstone
• Q65
F. North and J. Alburquerque.
D. c. Rimington and D. S. Qumn
At the other table it opened to F. Farrington and G. Fell
earn u part-score in spades and Mrs Lester and Mrs. Van Rees
the club hand lost points with the Lady Rhodes and Mrs. Willi!lms
balance of the cards.
D Franks and S. Dlaser
R·. E. Clark and E. Lender2
(W)
~A Q J 104
Williams
0 K9876
Mrs. Markus and Mrs. Gordon
• 62
N Alton and W. Dumstone
N: Findlay and S. Fielding
found opinions divided- as it may
·
well ' do today. If the diamond Reserves:1st s. Josephs and P. de R.
suit were bolstered with the 10
Pearse.
most players would take the 2nd G. Droad and F. Dayden.
initiative.

+A

+

+

+
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Any Questio ns
THIS MONTHLY FEATURE is designed to answer any questions
of general interest. Freaks and questlom asking bow to bfd four
hands should be a'ofded. Opinfons will be gl,en Independently by
the panel, Harold Franklin, Kenneth Konstam, Jack Marx, Alan
Truscott, and the Editor, . H. St. John Ingram. Send your
questions to:- Edltor C.B.J., 3 London Lane, Bromley, Kent.

Question A-Mrs. Brandon,
Ripley Road, Harrogate, sends
the following played at rubber
bridge at Love-all. West was
dealer and opened one heart,
North (Mrs. Brandon's partner)
doubled-his doubles are invariably on 14 point minimum.
East passed and the panel are
asked what should South say on
+ 9xxx, C:,xxx, OAxx, + Axx?
Mrs. Brandon contends that
with two aces her hand is quite
useful, but any bid can be rnisleading.
Answer by Kenneth Konstam:South should bid one spade.
Admittedly two aces make the
hand potentially valuable but the
spade suit is too bad to bid at
any but the one level and a bid of
two spades would be misleading.
No case can be made for any
other bid and if partner can
scrape a further bid the hand is
· naturally worth another effort.
Answer by Alan Truscott:Two spades. This shows a
hand with about 8-10 points, and
is not forcing in normal practice,
although a minority of experts
disagree. The weakness of the
suit should not cause any anxiety:
a player who doubles one major
suit guarantees support for the
,other, and will usually have four
cards in it. The problem would

be considerably tougher if a small
spade was transferred to one of
the other suits, in which case a bid
of one no trump, in spite of
the absence of a heart guard,
would probably be the best
solution.
Answer by Harold Frauklin:- I fail to see what bid I am
expected to consider other than
one spade. One no trump is out
in the absence of any heart hold
and useful though two aces may
be, eight points with such a flat
shape cannot warrant strong
action-spades are the only fourcard suit and a game is extremely
unlikely if partner is unable to
take action over one spade,
whereas if partner does bid two
spades South can either bid game
or-make an effort towards game.
Ansll'er by Jack Afarx:As South l would not on the
first round try anything more
venturesome than one spade. This
might be said to be misleading in
that I would have had to make the
same bid with two aces less, but
even with these two cards the hand
is a very flabby structure; the only
suit with length could not be
feebler nor the distribution flatter.
The hand has no bite to it nt all
and 1 am therefore not prepared,
unless further provoked, to bark
very loudly with it. It is quite a
14
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good plan for South to consider
what his reaction would have been
in a parallel situation, when responding not to a double but to
an opening bid by partner. Even
to an opening of one spade he
could only have given a lukewarm
single raise, which partner would
gladly pass without appreciable
values above a minimum. Typical
minima for the- two cases are in
fact identical-14 points and a
four-card spade suit. In neither
case should South wish to exercise
strong persuasion on Norlh to bid
again. If in this case North does
so of his own accord, South has
enough to spare to lend further
assistance.

seen five clubs is cold. How do
the experts suggest the bidding
should go to reach this desirable
contract?

West
•

East

XXX

y>KJxx
0 10 X
Axxx

+

+x

y> x
0 AQJxxx
K Q J 10 X

+

Answer by Kenneth Konstam:I consider the hand is worth
three diamonds even though on
picking up the hand it is hard to
visualize a game over an opening
no trump bid. However a three
diamond bid does make life
harder for the opposition and the
contract is unlikely to be penalized.
If only two diamonds is bid as in
fact was the case, it may well be
at the four level before East has a
chance to show clubs and it is
surely unthinkable to bid five
clubs without any knowledge as
to whether or not partner can
double four hearts or four spades.
Over three diamonds West could
bid three hearts and raise the
four club bid to five. Not a very
difficult hand to bid.

Comment by the Editor:Mrs. Brandon is certainly right
when she says her .hand is quite
useful but to find a satisfactory
response to an informatory double
by partner is very difficult indeed.
With a partner who makes light
doubles I bid one spade but with
one who holds the goods when
making an J.D., I would be
• content to bid two clubs as a
positive response and hope I
shall hear two no trumps or two
spades. As the rest of the .panel
will not see this bicl until the
journal is printed, it' will be too
late for any change but l can
almost hear the chant by readersREDICULOUS. My effort at
a clever bid.
Question n -From J. Gladwi~,
Edgware Road, Cricklewood. Thts
is his question. North opened
one no trump and sitting Enst I
bid two diamonds. I expected a
spade or heart overcall allowing
me to now bid clubs as hia~ as th~
f<?ur level, but my two ta'!1~~
btd was passed out. As Wt 1 e

•

Ansll'er b1• Alan Truscott:There · is
a
little-known
" natural conventional " bid to
deal with this •situation-a bid
of two no trumps: Any very
strong balanced hand ~vould
always double one no trump, so
two no trumps is an idle bid which
can best be used to show a powerful two-suited hand. The bidding
would then go:- West

Ef~T

+

J+
S+

4
Over two no trumps West bids
his lowest available four-card
suit. He could pass the raise to
IS

I
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Answer by Kenneth Kon.rtam:1 do not agree th~t six spades
is a reasonable contract since it
must be odds against, nor do I
consider it should be bid. I am
not in favour of the two club
response to a no trump on this
particular hand as it must be
meaningless.
Opposite any
reasonable no trump, three no
trumps must be cold so why not
bid it, more particularly since
having obtained the requisite answer of two spades West can do no
more than bid four. Only on the
rarest occasion can four spades
be a better contract than three
no trumps on the hand in question
and by bidding two clubs you are
warning opponents against making
a major suit lead. As a further
criticism of the bidding I dislike
East's opening no trump bid
without a big heart honour.

bid !1 tactical weak no trump.
If thts hand is Mr. Clancy's only
worry, he can afford to sleep
soundly.

I+
3+
4+ or 3 N.T.

appears the simplest bidding.

Answer by Alan Truscott:Mr. Clancy is rignt in saying .
that six spades is a reasonable
contract; it is a shade better than
the 50% which divides good and
bad slams when using I. M.P.
scoring. But if the cunning little
~8 is removed the slam is only
about half as good. No bidding
system can locate eight spotseven Mr. Sapire has not got an
Asking Bid for this one-so I am
quite happy to miss the slam.
Apart from the question of the
~8 every card is doing its work,
and a perfect fit often means an
unbiddable slam.
The bidding that occurred looks
good to me. The West hand is
not a normal opening bid, but at
fnvourable vulnerability it could

Answer by Harold Franklin:Without a wasted point this is
dearly a very difficult slam to
reach-without the ~8 the
chances would be much reduced
and there is no permissible method
of gleaning such precise information. After a pass by West it
seems impossible for East to
visualize a slam in two reasonably
balanced hands.
The vulnerability is· again not
stated so it appears that the
rapidly increasing number of
adherents to the Baron no trump
theory (amongst whom I include
myself) are better placed than
most. At any except unfavourable
vulnerability the West hand is
well suited to an opening of a
weak no trump. Furthermore the
spade and heart suits are so weak
that in the absence of a weak no
trump, West is better advised to
pass rather than to face himself
with what can only be an unsatisfactory rebid.
· After the opening of a weak no
trump the East hand is well suited
to the Baron two no trump bid
-a forcing bid suggesting slam
possibilities and asking partner
to show his four-card suits in
ascending order. After West's
bid of three hearts East might
well bid three spades.
West
would raise to four spades and
East would now know his partner's
pointage, plus the fact that .his
shape was 4-4-3-2 with length in
both majors. Whatever decision
East now took would at le'ast be
taken with the maximum information available.

11
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Answer by Jack Marx:_!_
(a) I would bid the hand exactly
as it was bid. When it comes to
locating particular nines and
eights I admit my technique is
defective. Anyway, even with
them plus the perfect fit, the slam
is still no better than a 58 %
chance.
(b) I personally do not as a rule
open on a hand like West's, when
my rebid may well have to be at
the level of two.
With only
12 points, top cards though they
are, I like to have better reserves
either in the form of length or at
least fair intermediates.
Comment by the Editor:As I have no wish to be in any
kind of slam on these hands, it
seems that a contract of four
spades is ideal although many
might prefer three no trumps.

Answer by Alan Truscott :The idea of leading the ace
from a suit headed by ace and
king was introduced by the Baron
players. It is used by a majority
of serious duplicate players but is
almost unknown at rubber bridge,
mainly because few rubber bridge
players have heard of it.
The chief advantage of the lead
or the ace is that it solves partner's
problems when he holds Jxxx
or Jxx in the suit led. Jf the lead
of the king can be from ace-king
or king-queen he has no way of
knowing whether he should encourage partner or not ; but if
the ace is led from a holding of
ace-king the lead of the king
guarantees the queen and there
is no problem.
A secondary advantage which
sometimes arises in a suit contract
· is that the king can be a giveaway to declarer that the ace is
held, but that the lead· of the ace
may or may not be from aceking:-

Question D-From L. Greenwood, Castle Hotel, Taunton,
Somerset. Will the panel please
give their opinion on the advantages (if any) of leading ace
•••
from ace-king etc. instead of -+ A Kxx
king from ace-king etc.

X

+ 109xxx

+ QJx

Answer by Kenneth Konstam:I confess I am not competent to
adjudicate on this matter. I am
old fashioned and always lead
the king from ace-king. Both
have their advantages and disadvantages, but if I may give a
word of advice to enthusiastic
young players seeking to improve
their game it is: Concentrate .on
the points that really matter and
]eave such subtle differences to
those incurable scientists whom
one can never persuade that they
don't really matter.
· Here/ Here!
Editor.

If this is a side-suit in a trump
contract, the lead of the king
makes it easy for South to ruff
out the ace; but the lead of the
nee leaves him in some doubt,
and he mjght prefer an alternative,
and unsuccessful, play.
•
A compromise sometimes adopted is to lead ace from ace-king on
the opening lead only; but in any
case,. during the later play, players
of e1ther persuasion will often
depart from their normal habits
for particular reasons.
A problem that often arises,
especially in pairs contests, faces
the declarer who does not know
18
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how his opponents play in this
respect. For declarer to ask is
usually either unethical, because
he can tell the answer from his
own hand, or unwise, because he is
giving information to the defence.
A good plan, due, I believe to
G. C. H. Fox, is for dummy to'ask
automatically when an ace or a
king is led.

has the knave. When the ace is a
short suit lead it is two to one that
P~rtner. can actually see the king
(either m his own hand or on the
table) and he guesses less frequently than when the opening
lead of the king might be one of
two things.
Answer by Jack Marx:Ace from ace-king obviously
relieves third-hand of the unAnswer by Harold Franklin:certainty which of the two
The question involved is purely adjacent honours lies behind
one of frequency. The lead of partner's lead of a king. On the
nee from ace-king gains some- other hand, it deprives him of the
thing in that partner is able to certainty that nothing lies behind
encourage for a continuation when the lead of an ace. Since the lead
the opening lead is a king since from a sequence of honours
he now knows that to be king- happens rather more frequently
queen-when the · conventional than from one unsupported
lead from either ace-king or king- honour, ace from ace-king must
queen is the king partner is em- be conceded a shade of advantage.
barrassed holding the knave.
But I have not yet been persuaded
It loses in that whereas other- that it is great enough for my conwise an opening lead of an ace servative habits to be disturbed.
could mare frequently be correctly For one thing, while it is generally
led as a short suit lead there regarded as the unorthodox
may now be situations in which method, it is a tedious addition to
it may be difficult to tell whether the list of special conventions
the opening lead of an ace is a of which opponents must be
short suit or from ace-king, and informed. For another, there are
partner ought to know which if certain points on which its advohe_is to dictate the defence: The cates do not seem to be wholly
lead of ace from ace-king loses in agreement; whether it ap'plies
further in that it gives up the to no trump contracts and to other
conventional play against no than actual opening leads at any
trumps whereby the opening lead contract. Until it has become
of an ace called on partner to fully standardised and used by the
play his highest card in that suit. , majority of players, it is unlikely
Since many experts play both that I shall bother to make the
methods the decision must be a change, especially as king from
close one-you lose something king-queen is a lead that I tend to
either way- your own experience avoid anyway.
of frequency must guide you as Comment by the Editor:to what you can best afford to
I am only just beginning to try
lose.
My experience suggests otlt the nee lead, so do not feel
that I am better off by leading the competent to express an opinion,
ace from ace-king and resolving On the face of it, there seems to be
my partner's doubts when he quite a lot for and against.
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THE UPPERCUT
G. C. H. FOX'S MONTHLY ARTICLE
FOR THE AVERAGE PLAYER
Last month's hands showed
how opportunities arose for the
defence to promote extra tricks,
either by declining to over-ruff,
or by ruffing high and thereby
forcing a high trump from declare~
·
·
•

+
CV'
0
+

K
963
AKQ85
KQJ4
+ A73
+ 984
1
r:::) K1875
CV' A102
0 1043
0 19
+ 83
+ Ato975
In the deal below the fate of a
• Q 1 10 6 52
game contract hinged on East's
CV' Q 4
play at the third trick.
0 762
Game-all. Dealer South.
62
Against three spades West led
• 10 9
CV'7, the third round being ruffed
CV' 9 8
by South. A low trump was next
0 Q 10 6 3
led, ducked by West, East follow+ AI0752
ing
with the + 8. The + K
+ 872
+ A65
followed,
taken oy the ace and the
CV'A107
~63
+
IO
was
returned to keep the
0 AK842
0 95
lead
in
dummy.
ln order to get
+ K4
+ QJ9863
back to his hand declarer led
+ KQJ43
another club, ruffing with the + I 0.
CV' KQJ542
West correctly discarded a dia0 17
._ rnond. The + Q was taken by the
+ Void
ace, East following with the + 4.
The fi nal contract was four A heart was next led, trumped by
hearts and West led the 0 K. East with the + 9 and forcing
East petered and . ruffed the third South to overtrump with the
round with the CV'6, compelling
and establishing the seven as
' South to use the CV'1. As a result a trick for West.
The successful defence was to
West was able to make two
trump ~ricks. Admittedly East som~ exten~ made easier .bY
could not tell for certain that his · East s peter m trumps. Holdmg
innocent-looking ~6 was going three trumps it is usual to play
to prove so deadly, but since the middle card first, followed
neither of his trumps was likely by the lowest. Since the middle
to be of any use he was correct to !rump wa~ shown to be the eight
play his highest "just in case." 1t w~s . ev1dent that East held a
remammg trump at least as high
·
In the next hand the defenee as the nine.
wer~. enable~ to . promote an
To 'concede a ruff and discard
additional wmner by refusal to is usually -regarded as a crime,
over-ruff, followed by an uppercut. and more often than not it is.

+

1,:,

I :

-\, .

-

+1
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But no harm will be caused if a wh_ich East ruffs with the ~9.
discard' cannot possibly be of Thts forces out an honour evenassistance to declarer. One such tu.ally establishes y>S as the setting
situation arises in certain end tnck.
positions and examples were given
in an earlier article dealing with
A certain amount of persiscounting the Hand in Defence. A
ten~e. may be necessary before the
ruff and discard may also be conceded when preparing for an addittonal trump winner can be
set up. This hand occurred in a
uppercut.
duplicate pairs: D ealer South.

+S

Game-all.

+ KQ85

~ 32

0 10 2
+ AKQ32

+ 62
~AS 54
0

+ 19743

~

0

AKQJ85

+7

.•

96

643
8 65

+ A10

+

+ 9A 83 7
10 9 5.2

+ Q 1032
•

O A

+ J 10 9 4
4+
NB

+

+ A86

0 97

North

+

+

~K Q1107

Bidding :South
West
I~ ;
30
4~
NB

y> I098
0 K1764
K954
A62 .
y> KQ162
y>
0 Q83
0
11.
KQJ 1043
y> 7 54

East
NB
NB

West leads off with two top
diamonds, his partner following
with the three and four. A third
trick will, of course, be made
with the ace of trumps but where
is the fourth? West's hand nod
dummy's together contain 28
points. South has opened and
cannot very well have less than 10,
more likely 11 or 12. In other
words East is blank an~ no discard can possibly assist the de.
clarer. The only hope is to find
partner with a fair-sized trump.
West therefore continues with
diamonds for a third round.
· South ruffs in dummy and leads
trumps. West takes with the
ace and leads ,another diamond
21

West opened the bidding with
one heart, East responded one no
trump and South finally bought
the contract with three spades.
The y>K was led, overtaken by the
ace and returned, the defence
taking the first three tricks. At
this point West decided that in
view of the opponent's strong
bidding and his partner's weak
response, it was unlikely that
East would be able to contribute
much more than the ace produced
on the first trick. He therefore
continued with hearts, East ruffing
with the.+ B, over-ruffed with + 10.
West captured the king of trumps
with the ace and played yet
another heart. East again ruffed
and this time his nine forced out
the jack, leaving West with + 62
and South with + Q43. Two
tricks in trumps and three in
hearts defeated the contract by
one.

CONTRACT BRIDGE JOURNAL

It is sometimes possible to
counter the effect of an uppercut
by loser on loser play. For this
reason it may be necessary for the
defenders to cash side winners
first.
The following hand occurred
in the 1954 Final of the Phillimore
Cup, a Kent pairs event.
Dealer West. Love-all.
• QJ
<v'J63
0 AQJ2
+ A654 .
A9 3·
10 4 2
<v' AK1092
<v' 84
O KS
0 9876
+ KI03
+ J982
+ K8765
<v' Q75
0 10 4 3
Q7
Bidding:West
North East
South
1<v'
Dbl.
NB
I+
2<v'
NB
NB
2+

+

+

+

NB

NB

NB

+ AK82
AK43
0 Q5
652
• 65
• 10 9 4 3
<v' J86
<v' l03
0 AKJ863
0 92
+ A9
+ KJI073
• QJ 7
~ Q..9 7 5
0 10 7 4
Q8 4
Bidding: West
North · East
South
10
Dbl.
NB
l <v'
NB
2~
NB
NB
~

+

+

NB

The defence Jed off with three
rounds of diamonds, on the third
a club was thrown from the table
and East ·discarded + 7. At this
point it seemed that the only
tricks likely to be lost by declarer
were two clubs. West next led the
+ 9 taken by the king and wop the
return with the ace. A diamond
lead now gave East the chance to
uppercut with the ~ 10 promoting
the jack with West.

*
*
*
West Jed off with his top
hearts and East ruffed the third.
F. c. Keyte, infonns us there
The + 2 was returned, So.uth put is still plenty of room at the Palace
up the . Q ~overed by kmg and Hotel, Torquay for the Spring
ace. Wmmng the first trump , Congress.
Single rooms are
lead~ West cashed the + IO ~efore scarce but if you write to Mr. .
playmg another heart. This was Keyte at 64 Fleet Street Torquay
trumped by East's + IO and h
· b bl
'
'
. ti ed th e •. 9 10r
r
th e setu· ng
e WI11 *e a e to*fix you *up.
es ta bl1s
trick. Had the heart been led
'
The British team will play the
earlier, declarer could have disWorld Championship U.S.A.
carded the losing club.
team at Selfridges on)anuary 18.
My last example shows a fine, Further particulars later.
well-timed defence by Mrs. Helen
, *
*
*
Sobel and Charles Goren. It
Attention is called to the adverwas originally reported in the tisement on page t ofT. J. & J.
American Bridge World.
Smith Ltd. for their Bridge Players
D ealer West. East-West vul- Diary, published at5/6. Very neat
and useful.
nerable.

..
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FIFTEEN POINTS
by ALAN TRUSCOTT
Look .at Board 15 from the last
World Championship match in
New York.
West deals. North-South Game.
West
East

+ KQJ9

does not include Board 172, when
Meredith opened with an eccentric one no trump on IS points
and a 4-2- 5-2 shape.
This catalogue proves that
several of the players, especially
Rosen and Meredith, were willing
to let their system give way to
their bridge instinct This did
not always work out wdl: JVest
East
(Meredith)
(Konstam)

+ 1082

~Q96

~AK87

OAQ
+ J932

O J842
+ Q4

The two West players, Rosen
a nd Meredith, both opened the
bidding with one no trump. Both
landed in three no trumps and
had no trouble in making the
game. .
The curious point about this
rather dull-looking deal is the
fact that both Wests chose to bid
one no trump on 15 points _when
nominally , playing a strong _no
trump of 16-18 points. Knowmg
that 15 point hands caus: tro~ble,
they decided to let the!r br~dge
system give way to thetr bndge
sense. This is the sort of" easy "
game which is equally easy to miss
on normal methods. The bidding
starts one club-one diamondone spade-one no trump · and
West probably gives up. . He
realizes he could be mtssmg a
game, but feels he- would be
endangering the part score by
going on.
.
This is not an isolated example.
On Board 136 both_ Meredith
and Moran bid one no trump ~n
1S points, and out of the rem amh
ing 10 hands ~n th~ mate on
which the openmg btdder held a
balanced 15 points four were
opened with a bid of 0.~e no
trump itt one room only {tWICe ~y
R osen, and once each ~y Meredith
and Konstam). Th1s summary

+ 107

+ KQ2

~ 1094

~ KJ75

O AKI06
+ 10 53 2

'O Q94
+ A97

Konstam bid one no trump
fourth in hand, and Meredith
raised him to three no trumps,
obviously placing a high _va~ue
on his four tens and not wtshmg
to stop in two no trumps at
aggregate scoring. The fact that
no points were lost on the board,
as the two-trick defeat of the
contract was duplicated in the
closed room where Roth, West,
played in one no trump, cannot
disguise the fact that three no
trumps is a horrible contract.
·d d
Such trouble-s can be avm e
by the simple recipe of altering t~e
system to fit. 16-18, or Jts
honour-trick equivalent, has been
sanctified by tradition as the
strength- of a strong no trump, but
15-17 is in many ways a better
range. 1 have played it for the
last seven years with all partners
who would agree to it and hafl
excellent results.
15- 17 ts
favoured by some of the leading
Scottish players, and many of the
23
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younger English experts. Its
advantages are: (i) lt solves the problem of the
15 point hand, and by cutting
down the maximum for a one
no trump rebid to 14 points it
simplifies the decision of a
responder who holds 10 points.
(ii) By dislodging the 18 point
hand from the no trump range
no new problems are created.
It means only that the sequence
one club-one heart-two no
trumps is used every day instead
of once a month, which is its
frequency with most strong no
trumpers.
(iii) As 15 point hands are commoner than 18 point hands,
the f~eque~cy. of the no trump
open.mg btd ts mcreased quite
considerably. As against the
twelve . balanced 15 point
hands m the World Championship match, there were only four
balanced I & point hands. This
probably exaggerates the true
frequency disparity, but the
argument holds good: a limited
bid is in general always preferable to an unlimited one, and
a 15-17 no trump means more
contracts in which the defence
is groping with little mformation.
W
·
. e now take for granted the
nght way of responding to no
!rump .opening bids, and the bid
Jtself IS therefore viewed with
favour. But this was not so before
the war. The Culbertson·system
then in its heyday,
had no weak:
.
ness.response m a suit and no conventtonal response of two clubs.
T~e ~esult . was th.at the no trump
b!d. Itself was VIewed with susplcton, and was .not once used by
the Culbertson team when it lost

to the Austrians in the only pre- ' .
war World Championship.
The .no trump opening bids of
the star French partnership, Jais
and Trezel, are worth considering.
Not vulnerable against vulnerable
opponents they play a super-weak
no trump of 10-12 points, a
refreshingly original scheme which
complicates life for the opponents
and must often goad them into
unwise action. In all other
positions Jais and Trezel play .a
15- 18 point no trump, trying to
h~ve the best of both the ranges
dtscussed above, although this
must sacrifice some accuracy in
responding. I am reminded of the
~ell-~nown figure at congresst:s
m thts country whose speciality
is a variable no trump of 0 to 18
points, which has the advantage
of mystifying two opponents and
only one partner. On .one occasion this gentleman cut in a ·
"~lay with the Experts" event
wtth .a well-k.no~n bridge personahty, who mststed on playing
the variable 0-18 no trump. After
some discussion the inventor
hesitantly admitted " Oh I do
wish, you wouldn't, I don't kno¥1
how to respond to it I"

*

*

' *

What the Stars Foretell
There has been another leakage
of secr~t information, though
the Foreign Office has had nothing
to do with it.
On November 17, George
Newnes, the publishers of Streamd D 'd
me a book
n ge.on will
be play
bringing
out
dummy
and ·
defence, b)" Victor Mullo and
Nico Gardener. Old Moore prediets that the title will be " Card
~lay T<:chnique," and that the
Jacket wtll be Illustrated by Anton.
We await our copy for review.

r
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.: ' EXPE~T JUDGM ENT
-.

by PAUL MASTERS

Our illustrious contemporary,
Not the happiest of contracts .
The Bridge World recently set the and, a good point for your editor,
following intriguing problem in one that was destroyed by a
its monthly competition:· " clever bid " of the type that he
• A
abominates. Priday explained
that his bid of one spade was
~ A87
0A75432
" fourth suit forcing " bid,
designed to give him the oppor843
tunity to learn more about the
At Game-all you respond one hand and not specifically promisdiamond to your partner's open- ing a guard in the suit. Clearly
ing of one club and . partner's North's second bid offered no
rebid is one heart-what now? completely satisfactory answer
The American experts who were and anything that might clarify
polled, voted in the following the issue could be helpful. But
way: 16 for three diamonds, Flint held
the view ·that
eight for two hearts, seven for " fourth suit forcing" did not
three hearts, three for three clubs, apply to a suit bid at the ~ne le~el,
two for one spade and one and in the subsequent dlSCuss1on
abstention. . We don't know his partner conceded him the
whether the hand ever happened point.
Reading South's hand
or what the partners hand was- therefore as holding spade and
but it may well have been some- heart suits the rebid of one no
thing like:trump was marked, and expecting
South's no trump bia as showing
.• A
a spade hold South's final decision
\:} A87
'
was at least understandable, all
0 A75432
of which meant that our unfor84 3
tunate experts would score very
• 10 2
few points.

+

+
~

KJ9 6

Booker and Lee, Vienna system
experts, went thus:South
North

0 K9

+

AK9~5
.
and we thought it mterestmg to
see what some of our ex~erts
would make of this set-up. Pnday
and Flint who two years ago were
" promisi'ng youngstc~ " and are
now established rankmg players
'were the first to be polled. Sou~,
the dealer at Game-all was Fhnt
and their auction was:South
North

t+

10

tNT

3NT

1\:}

I•

t+

2\:}
3\:}

INT
30
6\:}

Not the best of contracts and a
slightly mystifying auction. The
opening of one club was conventional and may have been one
of several types of hand. The
response of one no trump was
game forcing and purely conventional.

.
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It was probably only a whim
of the moment that prompted Dr.
Lee to rebid two hearts rather
than the more obvious two clubs,
and this time, as so often, it most
certainly did not pay to eschew
the obvious. When North rebid
three diamonds Lee could now '
only show his club suit by going
past three no trumps, - a step he
was reluctant to take, and so he
bid three hearts, anticipating a
spade bid over which he would
himself bid three no trumps. From
Booker's point of view his partner
had now shown a five-card heart
suit and his six heart bid seemed
logical. Six hearts is by no means
an impossible contract, but there
seem to be many which are more
appealing.

Our final pair L. Tarlo and ·
Dr. M. Rockfelt, swept the
board at the Eastbourne Congress- and we set out the hand
again : -

+A

IV' A 8 7
0 A7 5 432

+ 84 3
•

102

<y' KJ96
0 K9
AK965

+

And the auction : South
Nortlt

I+
l <y'

J <y'

4<y'

NB

10

Four hearts is a contract which
is extremely likely to make. I
would rather be in five diamonds, ·
five clubs or even six clubs, but
I freely confess that I can see no
way to improve on any of the
bids in . the Tarlo-Rockfelf
sequence. Perhaps 'you and your
partner were able to arrive at a
better answer.
It would be
interesting to hear.

Mrs. Markus and Mrs. Fritzi
Gordon came next and were
further victims of too much
cleverness. Mrs: Gordon opened
one heart since she felt that if
partner responded one spade she
would be better placed. Partner
however responded two diamonds
and left South thoroughly in the
soup. Mrs. Gordon took the
plunge boldly with three clubs,
but now of course North is able
to mark her with reversing values
and with a five-card heart suit.
In the circumstances Mrs. Markus
showed unchnrncteristic restraint
by bidding no more than five
hearts. South might well have
passed at this stage. Doubtless
she realized that they were playing
with seven trumps only, since
partner would have been able to
make an immediate force with
four hearts and hoped that with a
sufficiently strong diamond suit
opposite they might find a way
out of trouble in six diamonds-

•

••

•

CAMROSE MATCH
England v. Scotland
at Edinboro', Dec. 10/11
Non-playing Captain : G. L.
Butler.
Messrs. R. and J. Sharples,
Dr. M. Rockfelt and J.
Tnrlo, Mrs. Gordon and
P. Juan.
26
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unfortunately there was no such
salvation.
1

..
THE ·BARON

REVOLUTION
by ALAN TRUSCOTT
1639-1654 was the period of the became the first unseeded team to
Great Rebellion in English his- win the Gold Cup). But although
tory, when Cromwell and the Baron as a sy3tem has won few
Puritans strove for the acceptance converts many of its ideas are now
in England of their own ideas and the normal stock-in-trade of the
principles. 1939-1954 was the Acol rank and file in competitive
period of the Baron Revolution bridge. To measure the extent
in English bridge, when Baron, of the debt, a list is needed:
Meredith and their team-mates
(i) Three clubs over an opening '
strove to demonstrate the worth
bid of two no trumps as a
of their original ideas and princonventional bid asking partciples. Neither struggle met with
ner to bid his lowest suit '
lasting success, but the results
at the level of three. This
are nevertheless of great imuseful device makes it easy
to locate a 4-4 fit for a majorportance. The effects of the
suit game, and any 4-4 fit
Cromwellian period have been
for slam purposes.
more than adequately described
(ii) A rebid of one no trump
by historians from Clarendon,
(e.g. one club-one heart·who did not play bridge, to
one no trump) to show a
Maurice Ashley, who most cerbetter than minimum opentainly does; but . the Baronial
ing when playing a weak
period has been ignored-perhaps
no trump, as the Baron
because of the natural modesty of
players, of course, always do.
Norman Squire-and a summingOne of the chief advantages
up is overdue.
of the modern Acol range
The Baron players themselves
of 12-14 points for a weak
admit that Baron is an expert
no trump over the classical
system requiring expert handling;
13-15 is that hands with 15
and they could reasonably argue _
or 16 points can readily be
that the reason why they have
defined in this i.vay.
gained no substantial following
(iii)
A
bid of the fourth suit (e.g.
(their numbers have in fact
one club-one heart-one
dwindled from a variety of causes)
spade-two diamonds) as
is that young play_ers who cut
forcing. To play in a suit
their duplicate teeth on Acol, as
after your side has bid the
most do,.are unlikely to prefer a
other three suits is very
Daron diet when they come to
rarely desirable, and a player
maturity. (Philip Topley, the
with such a suit will norbright young star of the Northmally
bid some number of no
West, is an exception: he was
trumps.
It is therefore
playing Daron with Jack Nu~es
logical
to
make such a
when in company with 01ck
fourth-suit bid forcing to
Prest~n and Ralph Swimer, they
27
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Baron has taught us better.
(vii) The delayed game-raise (e.g.
one spade-two clubs-two
diamonds-four spades). A
hand worth an opening bid
but not strong enough to
.force can show that its
strength is in points rather
than shape by raising to
game in this way on the
second round of bidding.
(viii) The lead of the ace from a
holding headed .bY ace-king;
this is discussed in " Any
Questions " this month.
All, or nearly all, these ideas
are standard elements in the
bidding style of most of the
leading Acol players today, including the four Acol partnerships
which are on the B.B.L. selection
panel for the next European
Championships (L. Tarlo-H.
Franklin; J. Tarlo-M. Rockfelt;
J. and R. Sharples; A. Priday and
J. Flint).
It must not be thought that the
traffic in ideas was in one direction
only. As Acol was an earlier
growth, Baron was able to assimilate some of its best features-the
theory of no trump bidding, the
Acol two-bids and the Acol trialbids for example. The bid of two
clubs over one no trump to ask
for major suits (invented by Jack
Marx long· before Stayman publicised it in America) was also
tacked on to Baron to supplement
the conventional raise from one
no trump to two no trumps.
It might appear from all this
that the styles of the Acolites and
the Baronites have merged so that
little divides them but the name,
but this is far from true. Apart
from the question of no trump
ranges (on which point there are

cover a variety of situations
in which further information
is needed about partner's
hand. A responder who
wishes to bid no trumps but,
as frequently happens, lacks
a guard in the fourth suit,
can often get out of his
difficulties in this way. .
(iv) A response of two hearts to
one spade to guarantee a
five-card suit. With this
knowledge, the opener can
raise the hearts happily with
three-card support, and can
even, if in difficulty, raise
them with n cloubleton
honour.
(v) Making
the
cheapest
response when holding two
or three four-card suits. Prewar theory required a player
to respond one spade to one
club when holding four cards
in both majors. It is now
generally realized that it is
simpler and better to respond
one heart with such a hand
knowing that partner will
..
bid spades if he has them,
·'
and that if he does not then
the suit can be safely
neglected.
''
(vi) The rejection of rigid requirements for biddable suits.
1t is little help to beginners,
but nevertheless true, that
circumstances alter bids, and
while it will sometimes be
right to bid n suit consisting
of 5 4 3 2, it will sometimes
be wrong to bid n suit consisting of AKQ32. Pre-war
text-books often laid down
rules for biddable suits on
. page 10 which in practice
conflicted with the rules for
choice of suit on page 20.
28
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half a dozen Acol variations) the
real cleavage is on the third suit
forcing principle. Baron doctrine
insists that sequences like one club
-one diamond-one spade, and
one spade-two diamonds-two
hearts are absolutely forcing. Acol
players generally, the writer included, find this quite unacceptable ; the opener's rebid, they
feel, should be as accurate and as
descriptive as possible, and to
make the' third suit forcing introduces an element of artificiality
into both the bid and the response.
There is no way of proving who is
right in this dispute: all one can
say is that a considerable majority
of the good players who have
thought about the subject are antiBaron on this point.
This does not alter the fact that
as a result of the Baron influence
the general level of bidding among
serious players has risen distinctly
since the war. • With the outstanding exception of Boris
Schapiro (an ex-Baronite incidentally) and Terence Reese, all
the leading Acol players owe a
debt to Baron. Consciously or
unconsciously, we nearly all play
Baronised Acol today; and why
not- it is a strong healthy b--,
sorry cross-breed.

•

•

•

SURREY COUNTY BRIDGE
ASSOCIATION
Individual Tournament
The opening event of the season
attracted 88 entries.
Winner: Miss Nye.
Runner-up : J. R. Davidson.
Mixed Pairs
There were 45 entries for the Mixed
Pairs Championship, th«: final . of
which was played at the Retgatc Bndgc
Club.
· G'b
Winners: Miss Nyc and J. R; . • son.
Runners-up: Mr. and Mrs. Gtlhng.

PORTRUSH RESULTS
Keenan Cup for Ladies' Teams
1st Mrs. Bradley, Mrs. Barry, Mrs.
Tempest and Mrs. Macfarlane.
2nd Mrs. F. W. Andreoli, Mrs. A. B.
G~en, Mrs. Stanley and Mrs.
Dav1es.
3rd Mrs. Porteous, Miss E. Smith,
Mrs. W. W. Davidson and Mrs.
Schellenberg.
Men's Teams
1st N. A. Curry, D. Skinner, T . C.
Porteous and C. R. Schellenberg.
2nd A. Me. G. Morton, J. Wyllie,
R. Maughan and Archie Young.
3rd N. H. Douglas, E. V. Briggs, R.
Corrick and J. H. O'Dcmpscy.
Barnett Cup
for Congress Pairs' Cb:unrionship
1st Mr. and Mrs. J. Sc:lnnel (Dublin).
2nd Major Geo. Jackson (Dublin) and
J. McRobcrt (Belfast).
3rd P. QuiM and R. A. Twomey.
Mixed Pairs Cb:unpionsbip
Winners: Mr. and Mrs. L Tarlo.
Mixed Teams' Cb:unpionship
Won by Mr. and Mrs. Sc:lnnell and
Messrs. J. Boylan and T. Joughin.
.. Belfast Nn"Sletter " Cup
for Congress Teams-or-Four
Cb:unpionship
Wi11ners: Mr. and Mrs. Porteous and
Mr. and Mrs. Schellenberg.
Runners-up: Mr. and Mrs. L. Tarlo,
Mrs. R. Corwen and H. Franklin.

KENT CONTRACT BRIDGE
ASSOCIATION
CLARK BOWL
Kent lndlvldu:ll Cb:unpionshlp
Out of an entry of 179 competitors,
25 players competed in the final which
was staged at the West Kent Club,
Tunbridge WeUs. Results as follows:Winner: Miss E. Younghughes, 268M.P.
Runner-up: Mrs. Cremun, 264 M.P.
BUCK CUP
Kmt Pairs Championship
112 players took part in the qualifying
round held at the Spa Hotel. Tunbndge
Wells on October 2, reducing the final to
14 pairs held at the West Kent Club
on Sunday, October 16.
Winners: H. St. J. Ingram and A.
Dormer, 295 M.P.
Runners-up: G. C. H. Fox and Mrs.
Sharnmon, 255 M.P.
3rd Mr. and Mrs. H . W. Haycocks,.
254 M.P.
'
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GL.ENEAGLES
CONGRESS
by C. E. DICKEL
Gleneagles attracted over three
hundred visitors for the Autumn
~ongress on October 21/23, which
was an enonnous success. The
Scottish Bridge Union, and in
particular Hugh Kennedy, the
Congress Convenor, and the Edmond father and son, must be
congratulated on their efforts.
President Jack Watson and his
good lady provided hospitality
on a lavish scale.
Three Glasgow lads, A. Winetrobe, J. Gerber and D. Landa,
managed to carry Ewart Kempson
through to victory in the Congress Trophy, and Mr. Kempson
did the same for the Londoners,
G . Mathieson, K. Konstam and
L. Dodds, in the Men's Fo1.1rs.
Graham Mathieson teamed up
successfully with Dr. Allan, Glusgow, in the Pairs Championship,
and Mrs. Benjamin, Mrs. L.
Stein, Mrs. F. Jacobs and Mrs. A.
Jacobs won the Women's Fours.
This hand from the Men's Fours
disclosed a wide difference of
opinion on hand valuation : • J74
~ A 10 8 6 ·5 3
0 10
K86
• Q
• 9 8. 6 5 2
~ K J 974
~ Q2
0 K62
0 J5
J 7 53
A Q 10 4
• A K 10 3
~ :
0 A Q98743
92
When Leslie Dodds (South) and '

+

+

+

+

...

30

Kenneth Konstam held the hand,
the bidding was :South
West
North
East
I0
1~
20 (End)
A club lead to the · queen a
spade return to the queen a club to
the ace and a spade return ruffed,
provided the first four tricks
and West had still to score the
king of diamonds. Two diamonds
just made. The opposing team
player thought his hand worth an
Acol two bid and opened two
diamonds. His luckless partner,
Clement Ellis, had to play the
hand in three no trumps.
led to the singleton
A spade
queen and a club was returned .
Declarer put up the king and the
opponents enjoyed the rest of the
hand tremendously. In another ·
match the bidding was:South
West
North
East
10
1(:}
30
3NT
(End

was

Archie Winetrobe (North) got
a spade lead and lost to the
singleton queen. He covered . a
fourth best heart return and East
winning with the queen returned
a fourth best club to declarer's
king. The 0 10 was covered by
jack, queen and king and West
reverted to hearts. Winetrobe
now rolled up 10 tricks.
This hand from the Pairs
Championship provided an opportunity to the expert to display
his match point technique. Contract, four hearts by South:-

'

.

..

... .
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Soutit

North
• + ·J 8 5 4 2
<y) A 6 53 2

Results
Congress Trophy
I. A. Winetrobe, J. W. Gerber,
0 AKQ4
0 5
D. Landa (Glasgow) and E.
7 64
K 3
Kempson (Darlington) 69 V.P.
. th . k 0 1. d'
2. J. Hochwald, G . Fell, R.
The lead JS
e Jac
JaMercado and J. H . Taylor
(Yorkshire) 67 V.P.
monds. There is a strong possibility of making 12 tricks by 3. Lou Shenkin, Len Shenkin,
discarding two clubs on the top
M. Norman and N . Gossman
diamo~d s, ruffing three clubs
(Glasgow) 62 V.P.
small m .the North. hand and the Congress Pairs Championship
fourth dmmond ~1th the ace of • 1. G. Mathieson (London) and
trumps an~ findmg the ace 6f
Dr. R. Allan (Glasgow) 65
spades ons1de. Not even one
M.P.
round of trumps can be drawn 2. H. Barnett and S. Barnett
(Glasgow) 64 M.P.
lest an opponent play another
trump when in with the ace. of 3. 1. Hochwald and J. H. Taylor
(Leeds) 62 M.P.
spades. Therefore a second h1gh
diamond is played at trick two and Women's Fours
West ruffs with the seven of hearts. 1. Mrs. J. Benjamin, Mrs. L.
After you have got over the sh~ck,
Stein, Mrs. F. Jacobs and Mrs.
how c.lo you play? The trap Js to
A. Jacobs, 57 M.P. •
draw trumps after over-ruffi~g, 2. Mrs. H. Thomson, Mrs. A. L.
discard a club on queen of dtaEllsworth Mrs. F. McCarroll
and Mrs. P. H. Bertram.
monds and then play for ace of
spades onside. On this play yo.u
56 M.P.
are going down if the + A JS 3. Mrs. C. Breene, Mrs. M.
Luckner Mrs. B. Elston and
wrong and so you should take the
chance that both aces are rig~t
Mrs.
Evsovitch. 54 M.P._
(All Glasgow teams.)
giving 11 tricks, or that one ace JS
right making to tricks. Both the Men's Fours
palooka and expert got top marks 1. E. Kempson (Darlington), G.
on this one!.
Mathieson, L. Dodd~ ~dp K.
The West and East hands were
Konstam (Lo~dovn) 7Goldbe.rg
· -'-d h .
2. A. L. Benjam.tn, .
•
di vt~
t us.G 1
and G. Adler (GinsWest
East
· esner
gow) 73 M.P.
• Q 10 6 3
• A. 9
3 H L Martin Dr. R. Allan,
<y) 8 7 4 · ·
<y) I0
· J. ·
Ferguss~n and L. Mit87632
J 10 5 2
70 M.P.
chell
8

+
K7
~ KQJ9
+

'+

A:

~~

w:

~ ~:

(Giasgo~v)

COMPETITION RESULTS, REPORTS ON <;ONGRESS,
'S 1\IUST DE RECEIVED
ASSOCIATION AND CLUB NE\\ '
DY THE 30TH OF EACH MONTH.
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Guy Ramsey's interesting book
contains an inaccuracy I feel
urged to correct. I hope readers
will pardon these personal comments.
One does not like to write
about oneself even at bridge,
equally one does no't like to have
statements made which do not
give quite the true picture.
Ramsey in his chapter on Dick
Lederer writes on pages 83/4:
" This pair (Lederer and Rose)
with H. St. J. Ingram and Stanley
Hughes in the other room;
administered the first shock to all
conquering Culbertson. In the
last Schwab Trophy ever playedat the Dorchester-the British
team forged steadily ahead to a
lead of 3,000 points. The match
was a six-day Marathon-a fonn
of contest to which the Americans
were accustomed.
" I covered this match and I
wrote at the time that Lederer
played Ely off 'his own ground.
He dominated the thronged rooms
as a star dominates the s~age. ~e
seemed tireless; he appeared mThe
1 vulnerable . . . But alas I
British team was not composed of
four Lederers. Ingram found the
strain so great that he could '!ot
sleep and no one could play Wit_h
Stanley Hughes whose psychtc
bidding had to be seen to be
believed. Moreover Ro~e suddenly blew up and lost hts wanted
judgment ... "
The facts of the case are as
follows. On the Wednesday evening having such a long lead, I
discussed with Dick and Col.
Walshe the idea of having a session
'";

out with my partner whilst Rose
and Lederer were to be out for the
following session, thus ensuring
that we all had a good night's rest
to be fresh for the :final day. This
was agreed but afterwards Ro~e
and Lederer decided to stay m
right through the match.
Much could be written as to
why we lost this match after we
had virtually won it but no good
purpose would be served after
all these years.
That dear old Dick did not
entirely carry the whole team on
his broad shoulders is rather
proved by the following reports.
First Ely Culbertson's account
of thematch in the...Manchester
Guardian on the final day. This
· h El
JS Y' at
Y wrote:- "My expectations ho~ever, of
the moral breakdown of the
English side were woefully inadequate. Immediately aftc_:r this
disastrous Grand Slam• btd the
English pulled themselves together and from then on I have
' seldom seen such an exhibition of
pluck. We (the Americans)•were
up against a solid wall and duri.ng
the rest of the afternoon, With
Mr. Ingram brilliantly leading the
field, they took back, point by
point, the new lead we obtained.
Not only that, with good judgment
they had assumed that our strategy
would naturally be conservative
and so went boldly into the·
counter-attack, bidding for ga~es
difficult to make and making ·
rallies with judicially placed
psychology."
32
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And this. is hwhat. Ewart Kempson wrote m t e Bndge Magazine.
" On the Wednesday evening
Ingram and Hughes did not play.
Col. Walshe and Mr. Frost filling
the positions in room 2. The
incident led to the wildest
rumours. Actually what happened
-Ingram thought it would be
good policy to have a good nights
rest in the middle of the match and
it was at his own request he was
' rested'."
This from The Times on the
Friday :
•
"In the other room 'quiet
prevailed and the feeling more
friendly. Yesterday that contrast
had disappeared and the greater

tenst"o n was m
· t he second room
where J..fr. Ingram and M r. Hughes
had established complete supremacy
over Mrs. Culbertson and her
youthful partner. The feature
of the play of the afternoon was
th~ ~xcel~ent play of the British
patr m thts room."
1:1ay I _join _G uy Ramsey in
agam paymg tnbute to Lederer
easily__one of the greatest per~
sonahttes of the bridge world and
one who will never be forg~tten.
H. INGRAM
• Hughes and myself bid a hand
to a grand slam doubled for one
down, the Americans stopping in
six . A loss to England of 1,630.

LOVELY PEOPLE
If you want a bright week-end,
with never a dull moment, run a
Congress. I don' t mean be a
Tournament Director but a Congress Secretary. You'll enjoy it,
but don't expect any peace, any
sleep, any free beer-or any
bridge. If you have an incipient
ulcer, the week-end will produce
some remarkable effects. But the
people are lovely.
Disregard the big shots. That's
reciprocation- they have no time
for you. You may see them
occasionally discussing an end
play over n gin and tonic, if you
are lucky enough to be in the bar
before lunch or dinner, which
you won't be. The rest of the
time they spend in the secret
room where they play matchpointed stuff. It must be frightfully clever but for you it will
only mean a non-communicative
Tournament Director doing sums
and presenting you with the
33

answers which you won't understand but obediently pin on the
notice board.
Incidentally, if
you do find this type discussing an
end play, you will learn that they
didn't discover it until after they
had left the table, exactly like you
or me. But perhaps you've
already learned that in your own
club.
The lovely people are all in the
open pairs. Like you, they never
venture into the five-shilling room.
They are in the " big " room
playing twenty-six boards at thirteen tables and taking three and a
half hours plus in the process.
But ah I the tragedies that befall
fifty-two people playing twentysix hands of bridge. If you had
time to listen, your "'ithers would
be wrung fifty-two times.
The tragedy of unrewarded
brilliance. " My dear, the whole
evening, we played perfect bridge'
and we finished second. What

,. . .
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waiting,outside the congress office
all morning and where have you
been.
And you check the scores and
complete the prize lists and put
labels on the prizes and see that
the President's wife delivers them
to the right people, and you deal
with theJTI when the winners bring
them back afterwards to be
changed.
Then all the big shots and all
the lovely people disappear, to be
seen no more. You collect the
unused score cards, the boards,
the stationery, the spurned prizes
(bought on sale or return) and
pack them and arrange to have
them taken away.
You have
nothing to do now but pay the
bills and balance the accounts.
Except pay your hotel hill, of
course.
The} have to be born every
minute or there never would be a
Bridge Congress.
E.M.

can one do?" The large sorrowful
eyes gaze beyond you into the
middle distance; an immaculate,
but, alas, abortive end-play is
being selected for your sympathy;
you see it coming in time.
The tragedy of ambition. The
only East to bid an unbiddable
grand slam- and the only one
who failed to make thirteen
lricks.
The tragedy domestic. Five
down doubled and vulnerable.
" You must know mine was
only an over-bid ." "But, my
dear, if you hadn't attacked diamonds, you would have been only
one down."
" That isn't the
point. You should never have
gone to four."
The tragedy of loneliness. " I
haven't a partner for tonight"
You look and understand. "Can
you find me one." You are noncommittal. At lunch time ; "I
still haven't a partner for tonight." You are tactful and
evasive. Af{er tea, " Have you
found me a partner for tonight?"
You are ... ; no, you must never
be that. You are defensive and
apologetic.
Then the prizes. "I should
have loved that China figure but
it's gone. Do you think you
could get one for me and send it
on?" Don't do it I Ever! _.
On the last morning, full of
nicotine, carbon dioxide and
stomach gases you " nip out"
fQr a game of golf, optimistically
leaving a deputy to mind the
office. This leaves you with
twenty minutes for lunch during
which you have your first conference with the Tournament
·Director who informs you that
more lovely people have been

•

•

•

THE

CARD PLAYE.RS
DIARY ...
This little book, written by today's
leading players, contains articles on
Bridge, Canasta, Poker, etc. The
contents of this valuable diary are continually being brought up to date.
Beautifully bound in red or blue
morocco grained skiver, they are
available at 8/- including P.T. and
postage, from the Editor and Publisher.
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NORTH, SOUTH, EAST and WEST
Teams representing the London
Banks Bridge Association and the
Contract Bridge Journal met in
•a sixteen a side match at the
Bank of England. A keen and
most enjoyable game resulted in a
. win for the C.B.J.
Teams:London Banks: Mr. and Mrs.
N. F. Wallis, A. R. Collingwood,
. V. H. Watt, C. A. Barlow (capt.),
A. H. Jones, G. Pennant Jones,
F. J. Gilbert, F. N. Rees, E. C.
Searjeant, H. Duggin, C. R. Fox,
W. ,E. Middleton, W. H. Harris,
F. L. Pollard, C. V. Walker.
C.B.J.: J. and R. Sharples,
J. C. H. Marx, A. Truscott, Mr. ,
and Mrs. Gordon Hammond,
G . L. Butler, H. Collins, G. C. H.
Fox, Mrs. D. Shammon, Mrs. V.
Cooper, Mrs. G. Durran, A.
Dormer, A. Della Porta, E.
Stead, H. St. J. Ingram.
Referee: M. J. l;lodges.
•
•
•
The North Eastern Bridge Association Congress at Saltburn is an
intimate affair where perh~ps lq<)
enthusiasts enJ'oy their bndge m
.
d
comfortable surroun d mgs an
among friends. It also has t.he
reputatl.on • of being blessed v.~>'lth
fine weather so that the mornmps
. h
n nar
can be enjoyed m t e ope
'
along the sea front or on the
sporting golf course.
This year's event was no exception. The Preside~t, T. ~elby
Wraith, known in Bndge carcles
far beyond his own demesne,
spare.s no effort to make the
C ongress a success. His
C team's
victory in the Congress up was

popular with all and even a
source of gratification to the
runners-up. He partnered J. H .
Tweddle anct Mr. an<J Mrs. Harry
Jackson shared the honours.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Esther
won the match pointed pairs.
•
•
•
At the last E.B.U. Council
Meeting Mr. Butler informed the
Council of the E.B.U. that the
B.B.L. would be in a position
shortly to issue packs of cards to
affiliated Clubs and County Associations at a price of approximately2/- perpack. Heaskedthat
all parties should · support . the
B.B.L. in this effort and prom1sed
that full details would be circulated as soon as they were
available. ,
Mr. Franklin at the same
meeting described the new proposals from the B.B.L. for
organizing the Portland Club
Cup as a Mi!'ed .Pairs Championship orgamzed m each of the
Home Countries affiliated to. the
B.B.L., local heats to be orgamzed
and all thus qualifying to take
part in a final which the E.B.U.
would organize to accommodate
d ·
fi ld
as many as qualifie '!' one ~
On the lines of the b1g Swedtsh
pairs events.
'
The delegates to the B.B.L., Mr.
R Corwen (Yorkshire), Mr. A.
F.:Unklin (Yorkshire) and Mr. G.
Fell (Yorkshire), reported on
the meeting held on July I~ and
Mr. Franklin drew particular
attention to the new arrang.emcn_ts
iior selection of champtonshlp
teams whereby a panel was now
'
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The London Club Annual Xmas
Competition Final will, as usual,'
be a 25 player Individual movement amongst the leading players
qualified from the 12 months
weekly pairs duplicates. It will be
played on Saturday, December 17
with two sessions commencing
at 2.30. The committee have •
agreed that the prizes (vouchers on
Harrods) will be as follows:Winner of the final . . .
. . . £30
Runner-up in the final
... ' £20
3rd in the final
... £10

in process of being built up from
which next year's International
teams would be selected, it being
the intention that these panels,
both for the Open and for the
Women's Championship teams,
should practice and play together
throughout the coming season.
This change in selection methods
had been suggested to the B.B.L.
by Mr. Corwen, the non-playing
captain of last year's Open team
and had been warmly supported
by Mr. Franklin as non-playing
captain of the Women's team.

*

*

*

Results of September Competition

Congratulations to Mr. Harmer in
winning the 2 gns. prize with such a
high score.
Winner:
J. D. L. HARMER,
2 Talbot House,
98 St. Martin's Lane,
London, W.C.2
88%
Runner-up:
N. F. CHOULARTON,
55 Bradfield Road,
Stretford
' 79~~
Best Ladies' Score:
MISS W. JEWSON,
Brown Cottage,
Hankham, Pevensey,
Sussex
73%
Other Leading Scores:
E. PYKE (Preston)
75 %
A. P. DRIVER (Northwich)
74%
J. E. GoRDON (Bromborough)
72%
J. KRoES (The Hague)
72%
G. D. SHARPE (Hudderstield)
72%
C. VICKERMAN (Huddersfield)
72%
L. G. Wooo (Newcastle-on-Tvne) 72%
A. W. BoWEN (O!'J'ington) •
70%
J. T. CIIAPMAN (Btrmingham)
70%
L. KLAW (London)
70%
L. G. HELM (Wallasey)
68%
G. P. LITTLER (St. Helens)
68%
1
DR. M. E. WEnER (Hayes, Kent) 68%
E. W. KIRK (london)
63%
S. STONE (Manchester)
63%
G. F. H. MENn (Hove)
61%
MRS. l. M. HADFIELD (Sheffield) 60%
C. R. D. MURRAY (Hythe)
DR. D. SPENCER-WILSON
(Croydon)
60%

1955:~

*

*

*

£12
£5
£3

HOW TO WIN AT BRIDGE
Published at 3/6. A really worth
while Christmas gift.
From all
booksellers.

•

•

•
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PLEASE NOTE

THE

CONTRACT

.
.

BRIDGE

JOURNAL
is published
by

HUGH QUEKEIT LTD.
3S DOVER ST.,

LONDON,
W,l
All correspondenCt! relating to
• subscription.J and ad1·ertisement.J
.rhould be sent to abo\'e addre.u.
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This Month's Com petition
-

The CONTRACT BRIDGE can take more than one prize in any one
J OURNAL offers a prize of TWO month.
GUINEAS for the best set of soluAnswcn to J. C. H. MARX, Comtions to the following problems. Half petition Editor, Contract Bridg~
11 guinea will go fo the second best · Journal, 63 Bedford Gardens, London,
set. In the event of two or more sets ol W.8. postmarked not later than Decemsolutions being of equal merit, the ber, 14, 1955. Solutions and names of
monthly prizes will be divided.
prize-winners will be published in the
There will also be a special prize of January issue.
Every entry must have contestant's
half a guinea for the best score sent in
name and address (IN BLOCJC LETTERS).
by a lady.
A coupon voucher must accompany each
No competitor may send in more than entry. Failure to observe these rules
one entry each month. No competitor makes the entry void.
N.B.-In problems I to 61.M.P. scoring
for teams-of-four is to be assumed.
Problem No. 1 (24 points) West's hand is:-+ AlO, ~K9742,
OA6, + A964.
As dealer at Game-all he opens one
heart.
North-South do · not bid.
What should be West's rebid when East
responds: (a) one spade; (b) two clubs;
(c) two diamonds ; (d) three diamonds ?
Problem No. 2 (14 points)
West's hand is:- + Q854, ~KI063,
0532, + K4.
At the score North-South Game East
as dealer opens one heart. North-South
do not bid. West responds two hearts.
What should West say next when East
rebids to (a) two spades; (b) three
diamonds?
Problem No. 3 (10 points)
These hands were held by West and
East at the score North-South Game: K4
7S

+
~A

+

~Q9764

0 AQ874
0 KJ32
+J 9832
+ KQ
.
South was the dealer and the auc!lbn
proceeded:South I +
NB NB
West 20
3+
NB
North ND NB NB
East 2~
30
.
Name the call or calls rcspon~tble for
the game being missed. If tn yo~.tr
opinion there is more t~an one. h_st
them in order of dement. Add, '"
brackets after each such call what you
consider' to be the best alternative.
37

Problem No. 4 (14 points)
West's hand is:- + AI02, ~ AS42,
OAIO, + Kl064.
As dealer at the score East-West
Game he opens one club. North passes,
East responds one diamond and South
bids one spade. West bids one no trump
and North two spades. What should
West say next when East makes a
further bid of: (a) three clubs, (b) three
diamon~, Soul~ passing?
Problem No. 5 (14 points)
West's hand is:-+ QIOS, ~K842,
OJ982. + 1<2.
At the score East-West Game North
as dealer passes and East opens one
diamond. What should West say when
South: (il) doubles; (b) bids one no
trump'!
Problem No. 6 (14 points)
West's hand is:-+ K6, ~7, OA1084,
+ AJI0643.
As dealer at Game-all he opens one
club North-South do not bid. East
rcsp~nds one diamond and West
raises to two diamonds. What should
West say next when Eas.t rebids to:
(a) two hearts; (b) three d1amonds ?
Problem No. 7 (10 points)
The hands or West and East are:K Q 10 8 4
A97632
~AJ9
~Q
() A9653
() Q842
+ Void
+ AK
At Game-all West h~ bcc:ome
declarer al a contract or stx spades,
North-Sou h not having entered the
auction. Nor1h leads + Q. How should
West plan the play?

+

+

,'

'

.

ANSWERS TO

'

SEPTEMBER· COMPETITION

.
.

Problem No. 1 (14 polnts)
At Game-all West has dealt himself:-+ AK53, IV'9, 0 AK6, + At0964.
He opens one club and East responds one heart. North-South do not bid.
West rebids one spade, East two hearts, West two no trumps. What should West
say next after a further bid from East of (a) three diamonds, (b) three clubs?

• t

.

'
Answer:
(a) 3IV'-7 41V'-5 40-4 NB-3
5 0-2 3NT- 1
By this time it must be clear to West
that East's bidding from the start lacked
constructive intention, that his main
object was to find a safe resting place
for a weak unbalanced hand. He will
certainly have a six-card heart suit,
which may be quite respectable, and
either a four- or five-card diamond suit,
which is probably very weak. At a
high contract in diamonds, even with
five or them, the essential task or
establishing the hearts may prove
awkward, because the necessary 'entries
to declarer's hand can be obtained only
by repeated weakening or the trump
suit. Whatever hope or game there may
be, and from West's standpoint it is
by no means negligible with his still not
wholly disclosed top-card strength and
the newly di£covcred diamond fit, must

1

lie mainly in a heart contract. There
is a good deal to be said for a raise to
game in hearts, in the hope that three
trump tricks are all that need be lost.
Nevertheless, East is the best judge of
the quality or his own two suits and
should be left with the final decision.
Answer:
(b) 3 0 -7 4+-5 3NT- 3 NB-1
East's hand may be a little better
than in (a), for it would be a natural
move for him to rebid quite good hearts
before rev~rting to a minor for which the
support may scarcely be good enough
for jump preference and yet rather
greater than would be suggested by
simple preference. West again has
values that have not been fully disclosed
and he can best express them ~ with a
trial bid in diamonds that leaves the
way open to a variety of final contracts,
i~ whose selection East can no't¥ play
hts part.

Problem No. 1 (18 points)
West's hand is :- + A97654, 1V'KQ53, OQ9, + 8.
What should be his next call in each of the auctions below? The score in all
cases is Love-all. West is the dealer in (a) and (b), East in (c) and (d).
(b) I + 1
(c)
I + 7 (d)
1+ ?
West (a) I + 1
North
NB
NB
NB
NB
!NT
20
10 21V'
t + 2<;?
East
South
2+
2IV'
NB NB
NB NB

Answer:
to it a really constructive purpose. He
would be all the more likely to do so if
(a) NB-7 2+ - 5 21V'- 3
With its low point-count West's was West mentions a second suit and might
only a tentative opening bid in the be persuaded to try ag~in in no trumps,
first place, and whatever hopes of game a move . that West wtll certainly not
he may have had for it must by now be greet wtth pleasure, There is , the
virtually extinguished. Only a part- fu.rther danger that North is lurking
score is therefore at stake and the risk or wtth values that may be very adversely
competing for it must be carefully distributed for East-West. West can
weighed. It Is very doubtful, with so temper his natural dislike of abandoning
little to gain, if it !S wor!h 1taking._ A the hand to the enemy with the renection
rebid by West now ts not tn any se~se a · that East still has another chance to
forced one and East may well attnbute speak and may do so with anything
38
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approaching maximum values for his
first response. Such values might also
be so located as to be far more damaging
to the opponents than useful at any
possible contract by West.

a suit that also to some extent fits, West
has values that are not adequately
stressed by an immedjate jump to game.
On the other hand, direct action beyond
game leaves an important feature, the
club control, to be imagined. Furthermore, it carries a strong suggestion that
this feature is in fact absent, since otherwise West might have bid the slam
himself. West is not quite strong enough
to do this, but he can get round the
difficulty by making what is in effect
an advance cue-bid in clubs, the meaning
of which will become apparent to East
when hearts are eventually slipported.
Alternatively, he might make the
somewhat unusual conventional jump
to four clubs, which will at once confirm the last named suit, hearts, as
trumps. This, however, is a little misleading, since it implies a singleton in the
remaining suit, diamonds.

Answer:
(b) Dbl.- 7 NB-5 2 + - 3
With the information so far available
to him, the double seems West's best
hope of any substantial score. There
is some risk attached to it, of course,
since four tricks is the utmost he can
reasonably attribute to his hand in
defence against hearts. But a partner
who has made a constructive response
at the range of two must be credited on
average expectancy with a further two
and there may well be more. If for
whatever reason his partner judges that
he is unlikely to contribute his due
quota of defensive tricks, he is not
bound to stand the double.

Answer:
(c) 3+-7

Answer:

4+ -6 5~-5 4~-4

(d)

5~-7

4~-5

Here the unbid suit is not controlled
and a direct treble raise conveys both
the power of the hand and its limitations.

4NT (B) or 6~-2
With partner finding a reverse rebid
In his own second suit, having first bid

Problem No. 3 (8 points)
At the score East-West G~me, West dealt himself: -+ AJ74, ~AJ83, OA108

+ 76.

.

The following auction took place: West t +
Db!.
3~
North Db!.
NB
NB
East
Redbl. 3 0
3+
,
South 20
NB
NB
N
h h
West now passed and played the hand at three spades•.S!ate, Yes or o, w et er
West was right to pass. Give brief reasons for your op1ruon.

Answer: NO.

wise the whole complex . proc;edure
seems purposeless. West, m spate of
his aces, Jacks the substance to t!Y
for anything beyond game unless sun
more strongly pressed. He should now
bid four spades, which sh_!>uld prove a
reasonable contract even 1f East, most
im robably, has onlY. three-card
su8port. As a matter of mterest, East
actually held: + OIOXXXX, ~Qxx,
OVoid, + AQxx. He of .course hlld
every intention of advancns beyond
whatever West bid next.

East has taken the only action ope.n
to him to ensure that the hand IS
played at least in game and at the same
time to permit the partners to explore
higher possibilities in ease and comfort.
tr, unwilling to allow the low-level
penalty double to stand, he had any
doubts of game, he would have bid three
spades, or even only two spades, instead
of taking the trouble first to cue·bid the
enemy suit. The redouble, followed by
the cue-bid must' be considered unequivocally 'game-forcing, since other-

A COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
EACH ENTRY
I •
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Problem No. 4 (11 points)
West's hand is:-+ AQ4, <y~6, O Q7, + AKJ9876.
The score is East-West Game and West is the dealer.
next call in each of these auctions 7
(c)
(b) 1+ 7
West
(n) I +
7
North
1+
I 'VI
East
2'V'
I+
NB
South
NB

"·

,.

What should be West's

1+
1'V'

7

2<yl

hearts and that he expects to make game
without their assistance.
Answer:
(b) 3+-7 2<yl- 5 3+ - 3 2 + - 1
4+ - 1
Enemy action has not altered the
level of East's first response and West
can therefore proceed in the same
natural manner as he would have done
without it. A single .raise for spades is
inadequate for the power of the hand
and a double raise is to be avoided,
whenever possible, with less than fourcard support.
Answer:
(c) 3 + -7 3<yl- 5 4+-4 3+ - 3
2 + or 4 + - 2
Here South's bid enforces on West a
departure from the normal canons of .
sound bidding. To give any adequate
indication of his power he cannot do
less than make a jump bid in some suit.
The jump least likely to cause later
complications is that in his partner's
suit.

Aruwer:
(a) 2+ - 7 3NT- 5 4 + - 3 2NT- 3
3+ -2
Without the enemy interference West
could have expressed the power both
of his hand generally and of his club
suit by a jump to three clubs.
As it is, n jump cannot be effected in
clubs at a level that still leaves the way
open to the apparently most likely game
contract of three no trumps, and a mere
forced repetition of the clubs at such a
level would be made on a hand far
weaker than this one. West can bid
a direct three no trumps, but this risks a
reversion to hearts by East, who is
entitled to expect greater tolerance for
his suit than a small singleton. The
way-out for West is first to cue-bid the
enemy suit to ensure the continuance
of the auction and then, if hearts are
repeated, to fall back on no trumps.
He will thus convey unmistakably that
his strong action on the second round
was not prompted by any partiality for
Problem No. 5 (14 points)

... West's hand is:-+ AJ9, <yiQ104, OQ64, + 10863.
At Game-all East ns dealer opens one club. North-South do not bid.· West
bids one no trump (denoting, in response to a club, 8 to 10 points). What should
West say next when East rebids to (a) two hearts, (b) two spades 7

Answers:
(a) 2+ - 7 4+ - 5 3+-3 3<yl-2
2NT- 2
(b) 3+-7 4+-5 3+ - 3 2NT- 2
Counting in his good intermediates
and club support, West must estimate
his hand at about a maximum for his
response. East has shown strength by
his reverse, but he obviously fears a
weakness In some suit at no trumps.
Weu still retains an affection for no

trumps and may yet persuade East to
play there if he can give assurance that a
particular side suit is well stopped.
In (a) he is Y:ell placed to do so; East
cannot reasonably assume that a real
spade suit is being shown; if it existed
it would have been bid on the first
round. In (b) West's hand has become
rather less promising, for no specific
value can now be attached to either of
~he red queens.

Problem No. 6 (7 points)
West's hand is:-+ A t06, <yiJ, OAKJ6, + KQ975.
At the score East-West South passes as dealer and West opens one club. North
passes, East responds two clubs and South doubles. What should West say now1 .
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Answer:
2()-7 Redbl.- 5 30-4 NB-3 S+-3 4 +-2 2+ -2
West has a strong defensive hand and
has no overpowering need to take
panicky pre-emptive action like leaping
mto four clubs, which partner,
recognizing it for what it is, will in any
case pass, whether his raise was good or
bad. If he wants to leap, he has a
better case for doing the JOb properly
a nd going to five clubs, on the grounds
that he may well make it. But he can
be by no means sure that he can do so
and he is best advised to exercise gentle
persuasion on East to reveal any spare

values if he has them. The suggested
two diamonds of course cannot be
passed, since clubs are the agreed suit;
no sensible partner would read it as a
fear-ridden and futile attempt to escape
from a " prepared " opening bid. If it
so happens that the opponents play the
hand, the bid will afford East us:ful
guidance in defence. But its main
purpose is to serve as a first step towards
Impressing East that his own side has
the goods and where they exactly lie,
so that he can eventually judge whether
game should be bid or the opponents
doubled.
'

Problem No. 7 (8 points)
The hands of West and East are:+ 7
AK9843
~ AQJ92
~ K6
•
() A 8 3
0 K 10 9 4
+ Q642
+ A
West has become declarer at six hearts after an auction in which North-South
took no part. To the first trick North led + JO, the only unbid suit, and South
played the seven. How should West plan the play?

+

1t is clear that the only line of play
that does not abound in complications
and uncertainties is the establishment
of the spade suit. There is a joint
holding of seven cards in each major
and the most common distribution of
the outstanding cards in these suits is
4-2. The spades cannot therefore be
ruffed good without endangering trump
control.
One spade trick should
accordingly be given up and the time
to give it up, if the risk of an overruff

is to be avoided, is at once. A small
spade should thus be played at trick one.
Provided the OK is preserved as an
eventual entry and the major suits split
no worse than 4-2, no return by the
defence can embarrass declarer. All he
need do is to ruff another low spade,
without first touching ace or king, and
then draw trumps. The contract is
made with four tricls in spades, five in
hearts, two in diamonds and one in
clubs.

STOP 'PRESS
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LONDON CCDA:MASTERS INDIVIDUAL
·'

at the London Club.
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Nov.
Nov.

19-20
26-27

Dec.

10-11
10-11

Dec.

London
Bristol
London
Manchester
Stratford
Away
Leicester

MASTERS INDIVIDUAL
TOll.EMACHE-SOUTH WFSr DIVISION
SoUTH EAST DIVISION
NoRTH DIVISlON ...
MIDLANDS DIVISION
ENGLAND V. SCOTLAND
CAMROSE TRlAL

1956
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
March
March
March
April

I

6-8
14-IS

18-19
21-22
27-29
3-S

.

11-12
18- 19
9-tt

17-18
24-25

. 7-8

MIDLAND CoUNTIES CoNGRESS
TOll.EMACHE FINAL
GT. BRITAIN v. U.S.A.
ENGLAND V. N. IRELAND
CROYDON CONGRESS
WHm:LAW CUP
WADDINGTON CUP FOR MASTER PAIRS
ENGLAND V. WALES
E.D.U. CoNGRESS
FJELD TROPHY
CROCKFORDS Cup
NATIONAL PAIRS AREA FINALS

April
April

13-16
20-22

DEVON C.B.A. CONGRESS
LoNDON CoNGRESS ...

April

28-29

LADIES' IND!VIDUAL QUALIFYING ...

May
May

12-1:1
26-27
2-3
9-10

MIIJDLESEX CoNGRFSS
Nf.TIONAL PAIRS FINAL
PACHABO CUP
LADIES' lNDIVlDUAL FINAL ...
Y.C.B.A. CoNGRESS

I

June .
'June
June

IS-17

Full particulars from:

Hon. Sec.-HUGH COLLINS

Droitwich
S. West Area
London
Sheffield
Croydon
London
;
London
Away
Harrogate
London
London
{Harrogate
... Droitwich
London •
... Torquay
... London
{Harrogate
... Stratford
London
London
Midlands
Buxton
London
Scarborough

..

. ..

English Bridge Union, 152a Fulham Palace Road. London, W.6
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English ·Bridge Union
List of Delegates
;

Chairman:-R. CORWEN
Vice-Presidents:-G. L. BUTLER
J. w. PJ;ARSON
L. TARLO
Tournament Secretary:-G. FELL
Contract Bridge Journa/:-H. ST. JOHN INGRAM
NornNGHAMSHIRE
W. H. Hinton
Mrs. D. M. Hopewell
NORTH-EAST
G. C. Carpenter
Dr. P. A. Browne
D. G. Fraser
NORTH-WEST
F. Farrington
J. E. Gordon
J. Lazarus
OXFORD
Mrs. R. G. Beck
SotrrnERN CoUNTIES
Mrs. M. Flemich
R. Evans
STAFFORDSHIRE
Mrs. Littleford
Mrs. Bailey
SURREY
A. Priday
A. Truscott
SussEX
H. Lawson
WARWICKSIURE
F. 0 . Bingham
E. F. Briscoe
WORCESTERSHIRE
H. E. Healey
YoRKSIIIRE
Mrs. E. M. Bailey
R. Corwen
H. Franklin
R. Vincent
R. H. Chope

DEVONSHJRE
N. A. T. Vinson
DERBY
P. Y. Carson
EssEX
Mrs. E. E. Herga
Mrs. Fletcher
G LOUCESTERSHIRE
R. C. C. Gyles
W. Morgan-Brown
HERTFORDSHJRE
G. Humble
G. Turnbull
' KENT
H. W. Haycock.s
Mrs. Fleming
Mrs. Corbett

..

LEICESTERSHIRE
Mrs. 0. J. B. Cole
P. de R. Pearse
LINCOLNSHIRE
A. E. Wilson
R. J. G. Dutton ·
LONDON
A. Elliott
J. Pearlstone
MIDDLESEX
Mrs. Freeman
S. C. Kastell
R. Preston
NORFOLK
P. A. Broke
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(Chairman: R. CoRWE....,, EsQ.)

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer ...

H. CoLUNS, English BridJte Union, 152a Fulham
Palace Road, London, W.6.

Hon. Tournament Secretary ...

MAJOR GEOFFREY FELL. Craven Lead Works,
Skipton, Yorkshire. (Phone: Skipton 32)

Hon. R~gistrars

Messrs. LEAVER CoLE & Co.

The Council of the English Bridge Union is made up of Delegates from County
and Area Associations, whose Secretaries are as follows:Mrs. Matthews, 10 Sutton Avenue, Slough
E. White, 119 Alexandra Road, Burton upon Trent 1
F. C. Keyte, 64, Fl:et Street, Torqu:ty
F. M. Fletcher, Esq., 22 Fontayne Avenue,
Chigwell
W. N . .Morgan-Brown, Esq., 5, Douro Road.
Cheltenham

BERKS. - & BUCKS.
DERBYSHIRE
DEVONSHIRE
ESSEX
GLOUCESTERSHIRE

,

'

G. Turnbull, 30 High Oaks Road, Welwyn
G:uden City
•
Mrs. R. H. Corbett, West Kent Club, Boyne Park,
KENT ...
Tunbridge Wells
L. G. Cayless, Esq., Farm Edge, Leicester Road,
LEICESTERSHJRE ...
Thurcaston
Mrs. S. N. Dean, 2 Westlands Avenue. Grimsby
LINCOLNSHJRE
F. Pitt Reynolds, Esq., 32 Highbury Place, London,
LONDON
N.5
Mrs. J. Johnston, Flat 2, Redington Grange,
MIDDLESEX
42 Redington Road, London, N.W.3.
H. Hudson, Stanfield Hall, Wymondham, Norfolk
NORFOLK
H. V. Lightfoot, 194 Holywood Avenue, Gosforth, NORTH EASTERN
'· •
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 3
Mrs. H. T. Halewood, 7 Mendip Rd., Liverpool, 15
NORTH WESTERN ...
J. H. C. Godfrey, Esq., Leighton House, Lincoln
NOTTINGHAMSHIR£
Street, Nottingham
OXFORDSHIRE
Mrs. R. G. Beck, 1 Blenheim Drive, Oxford
SOUfHERN COUNTIES ... Mrs. A. H. Hogg, 27 Elgin Road, Boumemouth
C. E. Robinson, 6 Lichfield Road, Stafford.
SfAFFOROSHJRE
J. R. Gibson, 448 Wickham Road, Shirley, Surrey
SURREY
SUSSEX
Mrs. Rjcardo, I 2 Byron Road, Worthing
WARWICKSHIRE
H. K. Cooke, 46 Vauxhall Street, Birmingham, 4
WORCESTERSHIRE
R. D. Allen, Esq., 28 Britannia Square, Worcester
YORKSHIRE-.
Mrs. A. Cartwright, 146 Soothill Lane, Batley, Yks.
HERTFORDSHIRE ...

..

I
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TO CLUB SECRETARIES

Spread the news of your actllities. Write and tell us of your spE'clal
events. Items of general interest are always welcome.
' .

•
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
5/- per line. Special terms for a series
BRIDGE CLUBS AND HOTELS

liAR RO W
HAIIIIOW BRIDO! CI.U-16 Nonhwick Park
Road, Harrow, Mlddx. Tel. Harrow 3908.
Oood standard Bridae In enjoyable atmosphere.
Seuions twice daily. Partnerships and Duplicate.

LONDON

ORAND SLA~I BRIDOE CLU-17 Craven
Hill Gardens. W.2. Phone: Padd 72J.4. Proprietor Dr. W. Splrer. Stakes 6d. 1/- and 2/-.
Partnership evenanas, Tuesday1 Thursday and
Saturday. Bestl/-aame in lonoon.
Nlaht pmes
•lth refreshmenu.

TUNBRIDGE \VELJ..s, KENT
'!Nur KEHT Cl.ua-12 Boyne Puk. Tuobrrdae Wells. Comfonable, well-appointed
Bridae Oub. Fully Hc:auetL Stakes Jd. ana
6d. Reaular Partne:rsbip and Duplicate. Private
parties specially catered for. For funher details
apply 1D R. H. Corbett, Sec:nury. Tel Tunbrrdao Wells 21513.
SOUTHPORT
The Noted Oub In the North-West. the
Sounrroi!T B.C. y,eJcomes visitors. Every
anemoon, stakes 2d.. to 1{-. Pannmhip Sunday,
Wednesday and Saturday enninas. Duplicate
twice monthly. Socrmry, MD. E. A. Tawse,
399 Lord Strut. Tel. 4490.

TUITION
M CO GARDENER teaches players of all
slllldards by new method.
Classes, ream
coachlna. correspondence courses. The london
School of Bridge, 38a Kina's Road, loLdon.
S.W.3 KENsinaton 2197.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship auidance. Pri...te or Group Tuition.
Practice classes. Duplicate coadiliJJ. lectures.
Folder free on request from The Mayfair Bridae
Studio (Dept. 5}, I 14 Wiamore Street London,
W. l. WELbeck 665$.

DUPUCATE BRIDGE BOARDS
Stronalf. made, Quick delivery.
Size 7" aq. £3/ 15 ·l'tt set of 32 plus 2{10 postaae
and RJistration. Metal Edaes 16/- per set eaua
Actual Maker: F. Lawes. 10 Farquhar Road
Edabaston. Birrninaham,l 5

EASTBOURNE
WHITEHALL BIUDGI CLUB AND RESIDENTIAL HOTEL

Good Bridle In co mfort
Two Sessions dally

Club License

HOWARD SQUARE,

Overlookln1 Sea Front
TERMS C7.7.J to (11.11.0

STAKI S 2d., ld. a nd 6d.

EASTBOURNE

Tel. -492

First •die/on sold out- Second .dltlon ,ow ready

HOW TO WIN AT BRIDGE

or

by
H. St. JOHN INGRAM
Published by Eyre & Spotti~·oode
all booksellers
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All who desire to further the development
of Contract Bridge as a game should be
members of, and support

TilE ENGLISII BRIDGE UNION
the governing body for England

•

Membership of the Union may be obtained
through membership of the appropriate
affiliated County Association
or
m Counties where no County Association
exists, by direct application to
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer:

•·

H. COLLINS, Esq. A.C.A.,
cfo Messrs. Leaver Cole & Co.,
152A Fulham Palace Road, London, W.6.
(Phone RIVerside 5824) .

•

Membership of the E.B.U. entitles you to:
(a) All Literature
(b) Entry to all National Competitions

(c) A voice in the management of the
game
I.

E. B. U.

fo~ted In Or~t0 Britain by Moou DATU:
rec 1
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boot~~~~r:og~'d\ n b/ Huah Quekett Ltdy 1fo!'•ckSey, E.9. and London, E.C.4, and publisbed
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